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A B S T R A C T

Prognostic and Health Management (PHM) systems support aircraft maintenance through the provision of di-
agnostic and prognostic capabilities, leveraging the increased availability of sensor data on modern aircraft.
Diagnostics provide the functionalities of failure detection and isolation, whereas prognostics can predict the
remaining useful life (RUL) of the system. In literature, PHM technologies have been studied from different
perspectives, covering various aims such as improving aircraft system reliability, availability, safety and redu-
cing the maintenance cost. From a design perspective, several conceptual formulations of design methodologies
are available, enabling a set of PHM system architectures based on different frameworks and the derivation of
system requirements. However, a systematic methodology towards a consistent definition of PHM architectures
has not been well established. The characteristics of architectures have not been dealt with in depth. To address
these gaps, this paper presents a systematic methodology for PHM architecture definition to ensure a more
complete and consistent design during the development phase of the product lifecycle. Moreover, a generic PHM
architecture in accordance with this systematic methodology is proposed in this article. A case study is con-
ducted to verify and validate the architecture, ensuring it meets the requirements for a correct and complete
representation of PHM characteristics.

1. Introduction

Prognostics and health management (PHM) has emerged as one of
the key solutions for improving system reliability, safety, maintain-
ability, supportability, and economic affordability for major industrial
assets (e.g. aircraft, power plants, trains). A growing amount of litera-
ture has evaluated diagnostic and prognostic technologies with the aim
to optimize asset operations and maintenance while improving safety,
reliability, and cost-effectiveness [1,2]. Moreover, many papers discuss
key aspects of system maintenance and PHM systems, such as main-
tenance principles [3–5], cost and efficiency [6–8], safety and relia-
bility [9].
PHM describes a set of capabilities involving both diagnostics and

prognostics: diagnostics concerns the process of fault detection and
isolation, while prognostics is the process of predicting the future state
or remaining useful life (RUL) according to current or historical con-
ditions [10]. In Niu's research [11], it is stated that the design team
should have a thorough understanding of methods for optimal selection
of monitoring strategies, tools, and algorithms needed to detect, isolate,
and predict the time evolution of the fault, as well as systems, ap-
proaches for designing experiments and testing protocols, performance

metrics, and means to verify and validate the effectiveness and per-
formance of the selected models. PHM research has a specific focus
towards the management of some of this complexity via monitoring,
diagnostic, and prognostic technologies. The strategic application of
PHM technologies has been shown to effectively reduce equipment/
process downtime and lower maintenance costs [12]. Part of the chal-
lenge of PHM, particularly for manufacturers, is to know exactly how to
apply PHM within the operations to gain the maximum actionable in-
formation [12].
Currently, in research a number of applications have been devel-

oped for asset-specific modeling and prediction in an independent
fashion [13–15]. Consequently, there is some inconsistency in the un-
derstanding of key concepts for designing prognostic systems. In order
to progress from application-specific solutions towards structured,
consistent and efficient PHM system implementations, the development
and/or use of suitable methodology is essential [16]. Such a metho-
dology should address the following high-level requirements: 1) it
should be unambiguous, i.e., the concepts and terminology used should
be defined well, without being open to multiple competing interpreta-
tions; 2) it should be comprehensive, i.e., it should cover all essential
steps in developing a PHM system; 3) it should be pragmatic, i.e.,
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researchers and practitioners alike should be able to apply the metho-
dology in a straightforward fashion. This paper addresses all elements
identified.
In relation to point 1, it is essential to identify and define the fol-

lowing three key terms and their interrelations: methodology, frame-
work, and architecture. The definitions and their interpretation are
identified in Fig. 1. Here, methodology is viewed from the lens of de-
sign, where the concept of design methodology refers to the develop-
ment or method for a unique situation, with the collection of related
processes, methods, and tools used to support a specific discipline [17].
As such, a methodology does not provide solutions – rather, it is the
systematic study of approaches to generate solutions. Moving one step
from process to actual ideation and instantiation, the term ‘framework’
mainly describes the layered structure of a system for a set of functions
in a conceptual view. Building on this conceptual perspective, the
system architecture moves to the application level and concerns the
fundamental concepts or properties of a system in its environment as
embodied in its elements, relationships, and in the principles of its
design and evolution [18]. The concept of ‘view’ is important to men-
tion in relation to the system architecture. A view is a representation of
a system from the perspective of a related set of concerns, and usually,
it is a work product that presents specific architectural data for a given
system. A view allows a user to examine a portion of a particular in-
terest area. For example, an Information view may present all functions,
organizations, technology, etc. that use a particular piece of informa-
tion, while the organizational view may present all functions, tech-
nology, and information of concern to a particular organization.
Given the complexity and breadth of PHM systems and associated

technologies, methodologies are necessary to initiate, sustain and
complete PHM system development, thereby covering the conceptual
and application levels as mentioned above. Previous research touches
upon one or more of these key terms as described in more detail below:

a) Design methodologies

In existing research, a group of authors has reviewed design meth-
odologies for PHM systems and associated techniques [19,20]. For ex-
ample, Dumargue et al. present various aspects of a design metho-
dology, including general system design, project management
considerations, and transversal methodological items, such as model-
based systems engineering and methods to manage the technical ele-
ments of the system [21]. Cocheteux et al. express a methodology to
formalize functional and dysfunctional system knowledge and provided
guidelines for designing prognostic process, including a selection of
failure modes and associated prognostic tools [22]. Vogl et al. have
introduced a process of PHM system development [18]. This process
starts with cost and dependability analyses, and then the data man-
agement system is initialized for collection, processing, visualization,
and archiving of maintenance data. Once the measurement techniques

are established, the diagnostic and prognostic approaches are devel-
oped and tested. However, this process lacks discussion of the con-
ceptual and application levels; notably, a process of developing a
system architecture is missing. Aizpurua et al. [16] formulate a meth-
odology for designing prognostic applications (ADEPS), which is a de-
sign selection framework to guide the engineer towards a prognostic
approach through a cause-effect flowchart [23]. This research primarily
addresses the critical step of selecting and applying an appropriate
prognostic approach for PHM applications, but does not PHM cover
system development or engineering [24,25].

b) Frameworks

A substantial amount of research has been performed with respect
to PHM frameworks. For instance, Mao et al. present a visual model-
based framework to simulate and evaluate cloud-based PHM systems
[26]. The framework proposes a three-abstraction-layer hierarchical
architecture to represent distributed data sources and a cloud-based
PHM service center. The design of the framework is based on system
modeling language and allows flexible implementations of functional
modules and algorithms. Similarly, Yang et al. introduce a new fra-
mework on the basis of the concept of a PHM big data center and dis-
cuss the associated key technologies, scientific problems and applica-
tion systems [27]. Zhang et al. recommend a framework integrating
health status monitoring and health management of aircraft in order to
build a suitable mechanism for managing diagnostics, prediction, and
intelligent maintenance decision making [28]. As a common thread, the
aforementioned papers propose PHM frameworks in a high-level
manner, without a detailed description of elements and interfaces, and
without an explicit connection with a governing design methodology.

c) Architecture

The architecture definition for a PHM system plays a critical role to
move from a conceptual to an applied level regarding the functions of
diagnostics, prognostics and predictive maintenance services for com-
plex assets. A PHM architecture should be complete and consistent over
time. To ensure this, updates for knowledge bases and algorithms
should be supported, providing an advantage over static legacy systems.
For aircraft, one best practice is to develop the on-board and off-board
system together [18]. Alternatively, a separate off-board (ground-
based) system can be developed, integrating the required diagnostic
and prognostic techniques. To meet multidisciplinary requirements in
PHM, Han et al. [29] define a distributed and universal platform for the
implementation and verification of PHM systems using a configurable
system of systems (SoS) architecture. Keller et al. [30] describe the
concepts and properties of an onboard HM architecture for aerospace
vehicles and how this architecture addresses affordability and can be
adapted for a range of aerospace vehicles. Keller et al.’s research also

Fig. 1. Key terms and their interrelations.
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provides a discussion of HM architecture aspects, such as the choice
between distributed or centralized, open or proprietary, and flight cri-
tical or support critical alternatives, as well as feasible approaches to
integrate the related HM functions with an existing system. Towards the
use of open system architectures, PHM designers can apply various
standards. For instance, the standard ISO-13374 defines an Open
System Architecture for Condition-Based Maintenance (OSA-CBM)
specification as a standard for moving information in a CBM system
[31]. This open architecture provides guidance towards PHM design
and enables the interoperability and communication between different
CBM systems [32,33]. In addition, IEEE standard 1856 [34] provides
information for the implementation of PHM, which can be used by
manufacturers and end users for planning implementation and the as-
sociated life-cycle operations for the system of interest. However, the
architecture of OSA-CBM lacks connection with the higher-level
methodology and framework. Also, it lacks to provide detailed appli-
cation cases of integrating aviation health management systems into the
supporting infrastructure for aircraft maintenance.
In summary, existing literature addresses aspects of PHM design

methodology and provides PHM architecture formulations. However, a
systematic methodology towards a consistent definition of PHM archi-
tectures, i.e., one that spans the conceptual and application level, has
not been well established. The characteristics of generic PHM archi-
tectures have not been dealt with in an in-depth and complete manner;
usually, interoperation between PHM system and the aircraft on-bound
maintenance/health management systems is lacking. As PHM systems
are complex, the design of these systems and their components require
the use of systems engineering methods to ensure a more complete and
consistent design to mitigate possible rework and ineffectiveness issues
during the development life cycle [21]. With these considerations in
mind, this paper defines a systematic methodology incorporating
functional, logical, and physical views for system architecture defini-
tion using a systems engineering approach. Systems engineering pro-
vides the methods and tools to design the right product (satisfying
customer needs) and design the product right (functional and effective)
while optimizing project aspects (quality, cost, time). In addition, a
second contribution to the current state of the art is made by proposing,
a generic PHM architecture is proposed, incorporating a framework,
functional decomposition, functional/logical architecture description,
and physical architecture.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows: Section 2 uses

a systems engineering approach to propose a systematic methodology
for PHM framework and architecture definition. In Section 3, a generic
PHM architecture is formulated according to the systemic methodology.
Section 4 presents a case study in which the proposed PHM architecture
is modeled in SysML to subsequently verify and validate the PHM ar-
chitecture. Another case study is conducted to demonstrate the con-
sistency, applicability, and compatibility of the PHM architecture
through the methods of functions analysis, interfaces analysis, trace-
ability analysis and compliance analysis in Section 5. Finally, conclu-
sions and recommendations for future research are addressed in
Section 6.

2. Architecture definition methodology

This section introduces a design methodology for architecture de-
finition using a systems engineering approach, and the novelty of this
process is:

• Combining the concept of requirements, functional, logical and
physical architectures (“RFLP”) into a PHM architecture design
methodology, where the concept of “RFLP” is defined in Section 2.1
and Fig. 2;
• Proposing a systematic PHM architecture design methodology, as
highlighted in Section 2.1 and Fig. 3;

These aspects provide a guide for system designers toward the de-
velopment of PHM architectures in a systematic way. The specifics are
addressed in the following sub-sections.

2.1. Architecture definition process

System architecture design has features, properties and character-
istics satisfying the problem or opportunity expressed by a set of system
requirements (traceable to stakeholder requirements) and life cycle
concepts (e.g., operations, support). Architectures are implementable
through technologies (e.g., mechanics, electronics, hydraulics, soft-
ware, services, procedures) [35]. To conduct the architecture defini-
tion, this research introduces a methodology, based on the concept of
“RFLP” (requirement, functional, logical, and physical architectures), as
illustrated in
Fig. 2 [36,37]. This methodology can progress from system re-

quirements, representing the problem from the stakeholders’ point of
view, as independent of technology as possible, to an intermediate re-
presentation of functional/logical architecture, to a subsequent alloca-
tion of the functional elements to system elements of a candidate
physical architecture, which is related to technologies and is an input of
the design solution process [35].
More specifically, this research proposes a methodology operating

in a recursive and iterative manner from a system engineering per-
spective. The methodology flowchart is shown in Fig. 3. Generally, it
assumes that system requirements and constraints are available as input
in this process. It subsequently incorporates the following primary ac-
tivities:

1) Task 1: Define system framework;
2) Task 2: Develop the system architecture (functional, logical and
physical views);

3) Task 3: Allocate requirements to architecture elements to form de-
rived requirements.

Additionally, the system requirements and related project or tech-
nical constraints delivered from the requirements definition process are
the inputs of the architecture definition process. The output is the
system architecture specification with the traceability information
(history, parent requirements, derived requirements, etc.) for each
item. Obviously, Task 2 plays a crucial role in constructing a PHM ar-
chitecture in details, which are highlighted in Fig. 3. Comparing with
other methodologies, this task has the novelty of defining architecture
from functional, logical and physical views.

2.1.1. Task 1: define system framework
At first, the definition of architecture requires the necessary inputs

of system requirements specification as the developed architecture
should be fully compliant with requirements, as shown in Fig. 3. While,
in some cases, some constraints should be considered in the process of
architecture definition, because that may impact the selection and
configurations of the technique. Secondly, this process starts with a
definition of the system framework. The system framework in-
corporates the basic structure of a system according to the requirements
while comprehending the functions, performance, operational condi-
tions, and project constraints that will influence the architecture [35].
In this case, the associated framework to assist the system architecture
development is established and identified according to the defined set
of stakeholders’ expectations and requirements. Additionally, the
system framework describes the layered structure indicating what kind
of programs can or should be built and how they would interrelate, as
the prototype of architecture, which is on the basis of the current
technologies, legacy research, and the knowledge of system [38].

2.1.2. Task 2: develop system architecture
The next activity is to develop the system architecture in view of the
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established system high-level framework. The essential aspects of this
task are to generate the functional, logical and physical elements and
identify the interactions among systems and elements, to complete the
design of a system architecture specification compliant with the given
requirements and previously defined system framework. As presented
in Fig. 3, this task includes the following steps:

a) Task 2.1: Perform functional analysis and functions decomposition

A system is intended to satisfy predefined functions, with the top-
level functions defined as the stakeholder need, and a function is a
characteristic action or activity that needs to be performed to achieve
the desired system objective (or stakeholder need) [38]. Therefore, this
task starts with the definition of top-level functions according to the

stakeholders’ expectations and intended system objectives. Afterward,
these top-level functions are functionally decomposed to lower levels in
a hierarchical structure. The process of functions decomposition may
consider domain knowledge (e.g. aircraft, PHM, power plant, etc.), the
availability of techniques or material (e.g. diagnostic, prognostic, data
processing techniques, avionics, monitoring sensors, etc.), as well as the
project mission (project objectives, resources, etc.). The functional
analysis method can be used to identify and check the functions and
sub-functions that accomplish the project mission.

a) Task 2.2: Develop functional architecture

According to the previous steps, sufficient information is available
to start the development of functional architecture including system

Fig. 2. Concept of “RFLP” in architecture design.

Fig. 3. Architecture definition process.
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boundary, functional elements, and external/internal interfaces. In
addition to the list of functions from step a), the functional architecture
development involves analysis of the functions’ hierarchy, input-output
flows, and operational scenarios of the target system. In other words,
the functional architecture is a set of functions and their sub-functions
that enables to identify functional interfaces and interactions between
system elements. It ensures that the system functions and the related
requirements are analyzed, decomposed, and functionally detailed
across the entire system in a feasible and effective manner [39].
Therefore, it can be described with a hierarchical arrangement of ele-
ments and interfaces that represent the complete system from a per-
formance and functional perspective in the views of a context or a vi-
sual model through the commercial tools, such as Enterprise
Architecture [40], CATIA V6 [41] and Rational Rhapsody [42].

a) Task 2.3: Perform logic analysis

The logical architecture is composed of a set of related technical
concepts and principles that represent the logical operation of the
system. Logic analysis is performed to capture system behaviors, ex-
ecution sequencing, conditions for control or data-flow, states and op-
eration mode, as well as performance level(s) necessary to satisfy the
system requirements [38]. Simultaneously, the trigger condition of the
states or operation mode transmission should be identified. The trigger
(a control flow) is an element that activates a function as a condition of
its execution, which characterizes the logical relationship between
different functions or services.

a) Task 2.4: Integrate functional architecture with logic interaction.

Comparing with functional architecture, logical architecture is a
structural design that gives as much detail as possible without con-
straining the architecture to a particular technology or environment
[35]. It is the manner in which logical components of a solution are
organized and integrated, with the aims of planning and commu-
nicating architecture. Both functional and logical architectures are part
of a virtual design process. This activity is used to ensure the con-
sistency between functional elements and the sets of logical behaviors.

a) Task 2.5: Establish one or more physical architecture candidates

Afterward, one or more physical architecture candidates are estab-
lished to determine the elements that can perform system functions and
organize them into a physical architecture [43]. Generally, the more
candidates there are, the higher the cost will be for evaluation and
selection. Due to this consideration, and to maintain effectiveness and
economically sensible decision making in practice, the number of
candidates is not recommended to exceed 3. In this sense, the physical
elements could be materials and artifacts, such as equipment made of
hardware, software and/or human roles. Practically, one requirement is
that each physical architecture candidate should be compliant with the
functional and logical views as well as system requirements via the
implementation of related technologies. Hence, the physical elements
(configuration item) and interfaces (data flow and format) are specifi-
cally identified in each physical architecture candidate.

a) Task 2.6: Select the preferred architecture, if necessary

Once the physical architecture candidates are established, if there is
more than one, the preferred one should be selected throughout a trade-
off process involving all candidates. Otherwise, this step is skipped
[35,44]. It is critical to define how to evaluate the physical architecture
candidates; therefore, it is required to establish guiding principles for
the system design and evolution metrics, including the list of criteria
items (e.g. cost, technical risk, re-usability, economic, pollution, noise)
and the criteria weights, which depend on the stakeholders’

expectations and project constraints. In the other words, the objective
of this task is to provide the “preferred” possible architecture made of
suitable system elements and interfaces, that is, the architecture that
answers, all the stakeholders’ needs and system requirements [44]. The
process involves the creation of several candidates; analyzing and as-
sessing the defined candidates by applying system analysis, measure-
ment, and risk management process using the evaluation criteria; as a
result, selecting the most suitable one. Moreover, the trade-off concerns
the decision making actions that select a solution from various alter-
natives on the basis of the defined evaluation criteria.
Sometimes, the physical architecture candidates apply different

technologies to satisfy the same requirements or functions. For instance,
the PHM system can implement the communication function among
different modules within the system boundary via the point-to-point
technology (candidate A) or broadcasting technology (candidate B).
Such selection requires criteria to evaluate these two candidates.
In some cases, the “preferred architecture” is not the one which

delivers the highest performance. For example, a power supply system
can be configured with a power supply bus as candidate A, or it can be
configured with two power supply buses and an auxiliary power device
(e.g. battery) as candidate B, to build the set of system implementation
options. In this case, the candidate B has a highly robust configuration
with the consideration of redundancy (two power supply bus) and
auxiliary power solution (battery) for emergency events, which is able
to improve the availability and reliability of a system, in comparison
with candidate A. However, the candidate B may have the issues of
over-weight and more cost. In the view of that, the preferred archi-
tecture selection depends on the trade-off process and the specific
constraints in a project. If it is a system that not requires redundancy
and auxiliary power, the preferred architecture may be candidate A due
to its low-cost and acceptable performance.

a) Task 2.7: Formal system architecture specification

Architecture and design activities require spending several itera-
tions from functional/logical architecture definitions to physical ar-
chitecture definitions and vice versa until both functional/logical and
physical architectures are exhaustive and consistent [38]. Multiple
iterations of these activities feed back to the evolving architectural
concept as the requirements flow down and the design matures. How-
ever, the times of iterations are generally limited due to technical or
managerial considerations. The need for further iterations is generally
tied to project milestones and reviews. Finally, the technical material in
this process is documented, which consists of the functions hierarchy,
functional/logical architecture description, physical architecture de-
scription, traceability, and analysis evidence, like the initial/updated
version of system architecture specification.

2.1.3. Task 3: allocate requirements to architecture elements to form
derived requirements
In practice, “system architecture development and the allocation of

system requirements to item requirements are tightly coupled and
iterative processes, and in each cycle, the identification and under-
standing of derived requirements increases and the rationale for the
allocation of system-level requirements to hardware or software at the
item level become clearer” [38]. Derived requirements are require-
ments that are not explicitly stated in the set of stakeholder require-
ments, yet are required to satisfy one or more of the stakeholder re-
quirements. They arise from constraints, consideration of issues implied
but not explicitly stated in the requirements baseline, factors in-
troduced by the selected architecture and the design. These require-
ments become the basis for the solution-specified requirements for the
system model and are a ‘design-to’ requirement for the system [45]. In
this process, such requirements supplement the system requirements
specification to improve the maturity of development life cycle.
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2.2. Validation and verification considerations

The process of validation and verification is required to ensure that
the architecture definition satisfies the requirements and constraints, by
a correct and complete representation of architectural characteristics.
Validation is the set of activities ensuring and gaining confidence that a
system is able to accomplish its intended use, goals, and objectives (i.e.,
meet stakeholder requirements or top-level functions) in the intended
operational environment [35]. Several methods can support the activity
of validation, including traceability, analysis, modeling, test, similarity
and engineering review. For example, modeling and simulation used
during architecture definition can significantly verify the design items
and reduces the risk of failure in satisfying the system mission and
performance requirements. Wheatcraf [46] defines that verification
refers to the basics (structure) of the item, making sure it meets re-
quirements that drive the creation of the item, standards and best
practices (external and internal) on the design, or requirements on the
system. General verification methods consist of inspection or review,
analysis, modeling, test or demonstration, and service experience. The
objectives of validation and verification in the architectures definition
process are identified as follows [46]:

a) Confirm that the intended functions have been correctly and com-
pletely structured in functional architecture.

b) Examine the behaviors and the transmission of the states of a
system.

c) Check the compliance of the defined elements and interfaces.
d) Confirm that the requirements (a group the requirements as a set of
functions) have been satisfied.

e) Inspect the consistency during development.

Several papers have discussed the methods of validation and ver-
ification for complex systems [47–49]. Furthermore, some literature
has discussed the state of the art regarding validation and verification
issues in diagnostic, prognostic and health management research
[50–52].

3. Application towards PHM system architecture development

In this section, a generic PHM architecture is developed in ac-
cordance with the proposed methodology discussed in Section 2.

3.1. Framework

A PHM system involves the specific processes for predicting future
behavior and RUL of the monitored system, within the context of the
current operating state, future operations and the scheduling of re-
quired maintenance actions to maintain systems health [36]. In this
paper, a three-layer framework of PHM system is defined to effort
aircraft maintenance (e.g. covering systems and components such as the
engine(s) and landing gears) services, as shown in Fig. 4. This frame-
work is split into three layers: the onboard layer (aircraft systems, en-
gines, and monitoring sensors), the communication layer (aircraft
transmitted system and networks) and the ground layer (airline/man-
ufactures’ ground mainframe computing system and PHM system).

3.2. System functions

The system function is the intended behavior of a product according
to a set of requirements regardless of implementation in the guidance of
ARP4754A [53]. In accordance with the top-level objectives of PHM
systems, this paper recommends the top-level functions of the PHM
system consist of:

• F1-Data Acquisition (DA)
• F2-Data Processing (DP)

• F3-Fault Diagnostic Assessment (FDA)
• F4-Prognostic Assessment (PA)
• F5-Health Management (HM)
As shown in Fig. 5, the PHM system has the capability of data ac-

quisition (DA) to collect a significant amount of information from the
various in-flight systems (e.g. engine data, sensor data, fault reports,
pilot reports) [27]. Once the information is obtained, a data processing
(DP) function is able to transmit them to configured functions after
necessary manipulations produced on the raw data. On one hand, when
the data is transmitted to the fault diagnostic assessment (FDA) func-
tion, it has the capability to determine the state of a component or
system. This is performed on the basis of fault detection, fault isolation
and fault identification by dedicated algorithms [54]. On the other
hand, the prognostic assessment (PA) function performs prognostic
assessment which includes health state estimation, as well as predicting
and determining the useful life of a component/system by modeling the
degradation progression in accordance with the operational data [55].
Finally, the health management (HM) function has the capabilities to
generate informed and appropriate maintenance advisor via analyzing
the assessment information (e.g. state assessment, health assessment,
environment and operations).
The top-level functions are systematically decomposed into sub-

functions by functions hierarchy diagram which shows all the functions
involved in the system in a hierarchical manner, as shown in Fig. 5.
Additionally, one hypothesis is that these functions have the char-
acteristic of robust partitioning. The partitioning means that an archi-
tectural technique provides the necessary separation and independence
of functions or applications to ensure that only the intended coupling
occurs. The process of separating, usually with the express purpose of
isolating one or more attributes of the software, prevents specific in-
teractions and cross-coupling interference.

3.3. Functional architecture

The health management system of aircraft is composed of onboard
systems and ground-based systems, to sustain enhanced information for
fault forecasting, troubleshooting, and maintenance history with the
help of real-time flight data, so as to decrease scheduled maintenance
on the ground and increase the maintenance efficiency.
PHM systems are typically, but not necessarily, defined as being a

ground-based health management system (off-board PHM), which is the
option pursued here. As a consequence, a generic functional archi-
tecture of PHM system is defined in Fig. 6, in accordance with the

Fig. 4. Conceptual design of the framework.
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advance research of literatures [26,27,56]. This figure identifies the
system boundary and the decomposed functional elements, as well as
the internal interfaces among the elements and external interfaces with
other systems.

3.3.1. External systems and interfaces
The external systems include in-flight health management system

(on-board layer), data sharing network (communication layer), as well
as the database model and maintenance management system (ground
layer).

a) In-flight health management system

The in-flight health management system is responsible for providing
the in-flight data of the aircraft systems/components to ground systems,
which primarily include sensors data, condition information, operation
data, the various fault reports, maintenance information, historical
data, real-time parameters, pilot reports, engine data, etc. As shown in
Fig. 6, the in-flight health management systems consist of indicating/
recording system, onboard maintenance system (OMS), power plant
health management system and data management system to collect
flight information, and then all the collected data are transmitted to
ground facilities through the aviation data-network system [55]. Fur-
thermore, the flight data management (FDM), also referred to as flight
operations quality assurance (FOQA), is the process of collecting and
analyzing data form flights to improve safety and efficiency of flight
operations, and aircraft design/maintenance [57]. Data recordings are
done on a regular basis in order to reveal situations requiring corrective
actions before problems occur.

a) G1-Data Sharing Network

The data sharing network provides the communication services
between onboard system and ground-based systems, e.g. aircraft

communications and reporting system (ACARS). A high-capacity wire-
less Gatelink system is another way of communication. Airlines are
expected increasingly to use wireless datalink systems when they dock
at airport gates to downlink aircraft diagnostic and operational data,
and simultaneously uplink data to the aircraft's onboard computers,
electronic flight bags, and other in-flight systems.

a) G2-Ground Database

The ground database stores the in-flight data and maintenance in-
formation data, as presented in Fig. 6. It mainly provide the technical
data (e.g. aircraft design data, safety report, manuals, etc.), operation
data (e.g. airline operation, monitoring data and sensors data, etc.),
maintenance data (maintenance schedule/plans and maintenance his-
tory records, etc.) and resources data (spare parts resource, inventory
information and manpower resource). More specific, this database
collects the operation data from the in-flight system via the data ac-
quisition function, and it acquires the maintenance and resources data
from the maintenance management system.

a) G3-Maintenance Management System

When advisories are generated, PHM system will communicate with
maintenance services systems to perform the required maintenance
actions and services for specific aircraft components or systems. The
maintenance services system has the capabilities to update the main-
tenance schedule, manage inventory and logistics services, and manage
maintenance actions.

3.3.2. PHM internal elements and interfaces
The internal elements and interfaces of PHM system, integrated to

perform the configured functions, are identified in Fig. 6. The internal
elements with different functional characteristics include: data acqui-
sition, data processing, fault diagnostic assessment, prognostic

Fig. 5. PHM function hierarchy diagram.
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assessment and health management [55].

a) F1-Data Acquisition (DA)

The DA module has been generalized to represent the software
module that provides the capability to collect the sensors and opera-
tional data from the in-flight systems through the data sharing network
[58]. Then the collected data will be temporarily stored for further
producing by data processing module. Therefore, this functional model
has the capabilities of data collection and data temporary storage are
identified in Fig. 6.

a) F2-Data Processing (DP)

The DP module is responsible for manipulating the data to a desired
form which characterizes specific descriptors (features) of interest in
the machine condition monitoring and diagnostic process [58]. This
function can be configured with algorithms to perform the signal
transformation (e.g., Fast-Fourier Transforms (FFT), and digital fil-
tering), synchronous and nonsynchronous averaging, computations and
feature extraction. Afterward, the processed output data will be trans-
mitted to both fault diagnostic assessment module and prognostic as-
sessment module for further analysis.

a) F3-Fault Diagnostic Assessment (FDA)

In Fig. 6, the FDA module implements the functions of fault de-
tecting, fault isolation, and fault identification by software program-
ming configuration. Then, the assessment results (health states) are sent
to the health management module for decision making. When appro-
priate data is available, the state assessments are obtained based on
operational context, sensitive to the current operational state or op-
erational environment [58]. Moreover, it also identifies the current
operation of the component or system and diagnoses existing fault
conditions to determine the state of health and potential failures.

a) F4-Prognostic Assessment (PA)

As a crucial function, the PA module is embedded with a set of
prognostic algorithms to perform the functions of health state estima-
tion, RUL prediction and health assessment, as shown in Fig. 6. In this
sense, the configured algorithms can be model-based, data-driven or
hybrid prognostic approaches for specific system/components (e.g.
engine, landing gear, bearing, etc.). The PA function is able to de-
termine the current health state on account of analyzing the features
extracting from the selected sensors data. The objective of this function
is to determine the current health state and estimate the further status,
in order to predict the remaining useful life by modeling failure pro-
gression on the basis of the extracted features from the historical data.
Lastly, it will publish the health assessment report to HM module for
maintenance advisory generation.

Fig. 6. Functional architecture of PHM system.
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a) F5-Health Management (HM)

The primary function of HM module is able to integrate the in-
formation from FDA and PA functions and consolidate with the con-
straints (safety, environmental, budgetary, etc.) to provide re-
commended maintenance advisories to an external maintenance
management system. At this point, the PHM system has completed its
mission. Afterward, the maintenance management system, outside the
PHM boundary, is responsible for making the maintenance decisions
with the consideration of resources (inventory, parts, and human re-
sources) and maintenance plan/schedule, and managing the main-
tenance services.

3.4. Physical architecture

The physical architecture concretizes physical elements that can
sustain functional, behavioral and temporal features along with the
expected properties of the system deduced from non-functional system
requirements (e.g. constraints, replacements, configuration, and/or
continued product support) [43].
A set of system requirements and a functional architecture can drive

more than one physical architecture candidate depending on the dif-
ferent technologies available for physical implementation. The pre-
ferred candidate is then selected based on the constraints of a specific
project. For simplicity, this paper recommends one physical archi-
tecture candidate compliant with the functional architecture for a PHM
system in Fig. 7. In Fig. 7, this generic physical architecture of ground-
based PHM system incorporates three main modules for implementa-
tion, which are the cabinet, auxiliary power module and integrated
computing module. In reality, these physical modules can be Com-
mercial off-the-shelf (COTS) products satisfying the needs of a specific
project. The integrated computing module is incorporated with hard-
ware elements and software elements. The hardware elements (e.g.
operating equipment and embedded sensors), can provide the com-
puting capability, resources and operating environment. The embedded
sensors cooperate with in-flight sensors, which are capturing critical
data for processing and feeding user interfaces that present key metrics
and intelligence to an operator/user so they are appropriately informed
of changing health conditions. Additionally, the software elements,
including the main computing functions and support functions as the
core, enable to implement the required functions and provide the re-
lated services. For example, the software element can be configured
with a set of diagnostic or/and prognostic algorithms to perform fault
isolation, identification and RUL prediction for different aircraft

components and systems. The cabinet is an enclosure with fitted, fixed
or removable modular slots integrated with bus and power supply,
which provides the data bus to connect with database and other ground
mainframe systems.

3.5. Requirements derivation and allocation

In practice, system architecture development and the allocation of
system requirements to item requirements are tightly coupled iterative
processes. With each cycle, the identification and understanding of
derived requirements increases and with it the rationale increases for
the allocation of system requirements to functional elements and phy-
sical elements (hardware or software).
Upon definition of PHM generic architecture, the specific require-

ments or a group of requirements (function) should be allocated to the
related architecture elements. Meanwhile, a set of derived requirements
may be generated as a result of architectural design decisions, which
represent the factors of elements, data flows, interfaces, behaviors and
so on. In this case, the physical architecture generates some derived
requirements in accordance with the implementation selection and
design constraints. The following are some examples of possible derived
requirements in this application:

• PHM-DR-1: The PHM system should provide at least 64 GB memory
for temporary storage.
• PHM-DR-2: The PHM system should provide a redundant power
supply.
• PHM-DR-3: The PHM system should be able to accommodate mul-
tiple prognostic algorithms.
• PHM-DR-4: The PHM system should be configured with a 64-bit
data bus.
• PHM-DR-5: The PHM system should be able to call for a specific
algorithm as defined in configuration files.

3.6. Architecture validation and verification

As aforementioned, validation is the process of ensuring the archi-
tecture is correct and complete, and ensuring compliance with re-
quirements or stakeholders expectations; besides, verification ensures
that an item within architecture complies with all of its design options.
In this research, when we obtain the PHM architecture, the validation
and verification activities can ensure the confidence that the defined
architecture is able to accomplish the intended functions of PHM
system, and compare that the architecture against the required

Fig. 7. Physical architecture of ground-based PHM system.
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characteristics. To achieve these objectives in Section 2.2, the specific
validation and verification method used in this case are presented in
details through Tables 1 and 2.
Furthermore, Section 2.2 has discussed a set of validation and ver-

ification means respectively, from SE perspective. For example, analysis
and modeling methods can be applied to verify the PHM architecture
conducted in this section. The modeling of complex systems typically
consists of a combination of computation analysis and tests; however,
modeling deterministic systems behavior may also be entirely compu-
tational, and is usually able to examine the behaviors and states
transmissions, as illustrated in Table 1. Moreover, an analysis method
provides evidence of compliance by performing a detailed examination
(e.g., functionality, performance, interfaces) of a system or element, as
present in Table 2. Similarly, the methods of traceability and analysis
can be used for validation activity, as the described in Table 2, with the
purpose of checking the compliance of defined elements and interfaces,
as well as the consistency.
Firstly, the case study utilizes the SysML modeling method to check,

analyze and exam the design elements and interfaces of the architecture
from functional, logical and physical perspective views [59]. SysML is a
modeling language for engineering systems which is able to build
models for system specification, design, analysis, validation, and ver-
ification as expressed in the papers [60–63]. SysML can represent sys-
tems, components, and other entities as follows:

• Structural composition, interconnection, and classification;
• Function-based, message-based, and state-based behavior;
• Constraints on the physical and performance properties;
• Allocations between behavior, structure, and constraints (e.g.,
functions allocated to components);
• Requirements and their relationship to other requirements, design
elements, and test cases.

In this paper, Table 1 shows the matrix of verification items by
various modeling diagrams. These verification means are primarily
applied in the case study of PHM architecture modeling, as further
discussed in Section 4.
Furthermore, a set of various analysis means are used to validate

and verify the generic PHM architecture for the items of functions,
interfaces, traceability, and compliance with Table 2 [64]. In reality,
one item is always validated and verified by more than one means in
order to improve the confidence of validation and verification results.
Accordingly, the means of functions analysis in Table 2 is a parallel
activity with respect to structure modeling defined in Table 1, to vali-
date and verify the same items (functional element and interface) in
architecture definition. Similarly, the means of interfaces analysis is
conducted in parallel with structure modeling to check the item of
system interfaces. To conclude, these validation and verification means
are applied in the case study of PHM architecture analysis, as presented
in Section 5.

4. Case study 1: PHM architecture SysML modeling

In this section, a case study is conducted to validate and verify the
design of the PHM system architecture based on Table 1. This case
study establishes a modeling project for PHM system to model the PHM
functional architecture, logical behavior and physical architecture
using different diagrams via the tool of Enterprise Architecture [59].

4.1. Functional structure modeling

The block definition diagram (BDD) is a black-box structure of the
system, with the connections between components and external inter-
faces, and the interfaces present a whole part or composition, or com-
munication relationship between the blocks [65]. The functional ele-
ments related to PHM system are modeled in SysML and presentedTa
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through the BDD diagram as given in Fig. 8. This modeling diagram is
compliant with the elements addressed in Fig. 6. The PHM system is
connected to the external systems, such as in-flight health management
systems and the ground database [59]. It also connects with the related
maintenance services system in order to perform the required main-
tenance services and actions. Further, it also identifies the partitioning
of functional blocks within the PHM system boundary, including the
blocks of data acquisition, data processing, fault diagnostic assessment,
prognostic assessment and health management, as illustrated in Fig. 8.
Additionally, each block has the functionality to configure the specific
attributes, operations and ports information, which can be used for
testing and simulation in further research.

The Internal Block diagram (IBD) can be used to define the internal
connections between parts, and the details of how parts wired with each
other. The IBD modeling diagram of PHM system, which provides more
details regarding the specific nature of the relationship between blocks,
has been addressed in previous research [55].

4.2. Logical behavior modeling

System logic modeling is able to describe the logical relationships
and data-flows among the partitioning elements within the system
boundary. This case study constructs the state machine diagrams and
activity diagrams for logical behavior modeling in the following sub-

Table 2
Validation and verification matrix including analysis methods.

Means Items Activity description Objective

5.1 Functions Analysis Functions decomposition, elements
and interfaces

Check the functional elements in consequence, and the functions are organized and depicted by
the order of execution.

Verification

5.2 Interface Analysis Interfaces Check the interface/interactions between each functional element and the external interfaces
with other systems.

Verification

5.3 Traceability Analysis Sources of the design items Traceability matrix from functions/requirements to functional elements and physical elements
ensure that the architecture is compliant with the high-level requirements.

Validation

5.4 Compliance Analysis 5.4.1 Compliance with ISO-13374 Check the compliance between the PHM architecture and the standards of ISO-13374 to
demonstrate its interoperability and compatibility with various systems.

Validation

Compliance with IEEE Std 1856 Check the compliance with IEEE standard 1856 to demonstrate the effective applicability of the
PHM architecture.

Validation

Fig. 8. Block definition diagram of PHM system.
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sections, which are all compliant with the structure in Fig. 6.

4.2.1. State diagrams
A state machine diagram describes the discrete states of a block and

the transition from one state to another, which presents a condition of a
block. The transition between these states may be triggered by the re-
ceipt of a configured signal or behavior, such as a time-based event or
customized event [65]. In this paper, the state diagrams for the func-
tions of fault diagnostic assessment (FDA), prognostic assessment (PA),
and health management (HM) are modelled as examples.

a) F3-Fault Diagnosis Assessment (FDA)

As aforementioned, the fault diagnostic assessment function is re-
sponsible for fault detection and isolation. Therefore, this function is
configured with the states: Ideal, diagnostic, fault processing and as-
sessment, as shown in Fig. 9. Initially, it is in the idle state, waiting for
events and preparing to receive corresponding events to call the other
operations. When it receives abnormal events, the diagnostic state is
activated to implement the diagnostic procedures for detecting the
faults [26]. Once any fault is detected, the fault processing state is ac-
tivated, in which the system triggers the alarm, isolates and identifies
the specific faults. It subsequently transmits to the assessment state to
assess the operational status and send an assessment report to the
health management function.

a) F4-Prognostic Assessment (PA)

Similarly, the prognostic function is responsible for prediction of
future health status and estimation of the RUL for the target system.
Thus, this function is configured with the states: idle, prognostic, rul_-
prediction and assessment, as illustrated in Fig. 10. When the module
initializes, it stays in the idle state, and then it will transit to prognostic
state according to the time cycle interval. In the prognostic state, the
prognostic procedure runs periodically to predict degradation trends
via the designated algorithms. Subsequently, it performs procedures for

estimating the RUL in the rul_prediction state. Ultimately, the assess-
ment state will analyze the health status of the target system and for-
ward the assessment report to health management function for main-
tenance advisory making [26].

a) F5-Health Management (HM)

The health management module has the capability to generate the
maintenance advisories and manage the maintenance services, so it is
configured with the states: idle, Gen_advisory, maintenance, as ad-
dressed in Fig. 11. This function starts as the idle state when power is
switched on. After initialization, it is in the idle state waiting for re-
ception of the configured events of assessment reports, to activate the
maintenance advisory state. Subsequently, it performs the procedures
to analyze the health status reports and generate maintenance ad-
visories. Once the maintenance advisories are generated, the main-
tenance state is activated to decide the transmission to external health
services system for future maintenance decision making and required
maintenance actions.

4.2.2. Activity diagrams
An activity diagram transforms a set of inputs to outputs through a

controlled sequence of actions. It means that the activity diagram de-
scribes how these activities perform the defined functions on account of
certain sequences and logic decisions, which reflect the operational
procedures to provide the services [65].
As a core element, Fig. 12 presents the primary functionalities and

activities flow of PHM functions. It identifies the fundamental control
flow, decision nodes and related events and actions among the opera-
tional activities in a logical sequence, which also contributes to un-
derstanding the functions and operation process of PHM system [26].
For example, as shown in Fig. 12, the fault diagnostic assessment
function performs the activities of fault isolating and identifying, when
any faults are detected. Once a catastrophic fault is detected, it im-
mediately provides an alarm for an emergency event. In another ex-
ample, the health management function can integrate all assessment
information from both diagnostic and prognostics functions. Then, it

Fig. 9. State machine diagram of FDA function.

Fig. 10. State machine diagram of PA function.
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integrates all the health information and provides a maintenance ad-
visory. When the operation and maintenance advisory is generated, it
will communicate with the external system which is responsible to
support subsequent decision making and/or execution.

4.3. Physical structure modeling

Fig. 13 is the BDD modeling diagram of the PHM physical archi-
tecture defined in Fig. 7. This diagram identifies the decomposition of
PHM system with the elements of a cabinet, auxiliary power modules,
and integration computing modules. More specifically, the integrated
computing module has the capability to load and install the configured
software code to perform a set of algorithms through the devices of CPU
and memory. Besides the battery module auxiliary power devices can
provide the power to the computing module when the power supply is
shut down in emergency cases. A cabinet is equipped with fixed power
supply and data buses, as well as multiple computer racks for mounting
integrated modular based on a configuration in a specific project.
Furthermore, the relationship of how to implement the defined func-
tions based on operating activities, identified in Fig. 12, through the
defined physical elements and interfaces are present in Table 4.

5. Case study 2: PHM architecture analysis

Based on the matrix in Table 2, this section describes a case study to
validate and verify the design of a generic PHM system architecture
through various analysis methods, such as functions analysis, interfaces
analysis, traceability analysis and compliance analysis.

Fig. 11. State machine diagram of HM function.

Fig. 12. Activity diagram of PHM system.
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5.1. Functions analysis

Functional analysis is utilized to ensure that all functional elements
of the system are described, recognized and defined. The functional
flow block diagram (FFBD) is a time-sequenced and step-by-step dia-
gram of the system's functional flow, with the detailed, operational and
support sequences for the system. In other words, FFBD enables
showing the sequential relationship of all functions that should be ac-
complished and identifies functional interfaces. In an FFDB diagram,
the functions are arranged in a logical sequence so that any specified
operational use of the system can be traced in an end-to-end path. For

example, some functions may be performed in parallel or alternate
paths.
Firstly, the top-level functions flow block diagram is defined in

Fig. 14. In this diagram, the top-level functions are organized and de-
picted by their logical order of execution, and each of them is re-
presented with the logical relationship (e.g. Logic symbols represent,
the sequential or parallel execution) to the execution and completion of
other functions.
Furthermore, Fig. 15 analyzes and identifies the low-level functional

flow block diagrams for PHM system, which is compliant with the top-
level functions flow in Fig. 14 and the decomposition of PHM functions

Fig. 13. PHM physical architecture modeling.

Fig. 14. FFBD diagram of top-level functions for PHM system.
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in Fig. 5. Differently, this diagram emphasizes the end to end functional
flow within the PHM system. For instance, the DA function firstly col-
lects and stores the in-flight information data. Then the collected data is
transmitted to both fault diagnostic and prognostic functions after the
necessary procedures via the DP function. The FDA function detects a
fault, and then it is able to isolate and identify when there is any ab-
normality. It then assesses the health status of the target system and
consolidates a diagnostic assessment report to submit to the health
management function. Meanwhile, the PA function is responsible for
sequence predicting the failure, and predicting RUL for the monitored
system. Besides, this function also provides the health assessment report
to health management function. Finally, the HM function is responsible

for generating maintenance advisory according to the integrated health
state information.

5.2. Interface analysis

During system design, it needs to be defined how the system is re-
quired to interact or to exchange material, energy, or information with
external systems (external interface), or how system elements within
the system, including human elements, interact with each other (in-
ternal interface) [38]. Generally, the interface definition is performed
along with the architecture definition process and is refined during
architecture iteration activities. This includes both internal interfaces

Fig. 15. FFBD diagrams of low-level functions for PHM system.

Table 3
Interface mapping for PHM system.

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 G1 G2 G3 F1 F2 F3 F4 F5

On-board Maintenance System (OMS) A1 A1 X X X X
Power plant health management system A2 X A2 X X X
Indication/Recording system A3 X X A3 X X
Aircraft data transmission A4 X X X A4 X X
Fight data management (FDM) A5 X X X X A5
Data sharing network G1 X G1
Database G2 G2 X X
Maintenance Management System G3 X G3 X
Data Acquisition (DA) F1 X X F1
Data Processing (DP) F2 X F2
Fault Diagnostic Assessment (FDA) F3 X F3
Prognostic Assessment (PA) F4 X F4
Health Management (HM) F5 X X F5
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between system elements (e.g. PA function connects to HM function
within the boundary of PHM system), and the external interface with
other systems (e.g. DA function interfaces to G1 function, which is
external to the boundary of the PHM system). In practice, the system
engineers team is responsible for system interfaces definition, with the
support from technical specialists.
The interface analysis contributes to the activities of integration,

validation, and verification during the development life-cycle for a
complex system. Particularly, the activity of interface analysis enables
checking the conformance of elements interfaces, and systematic cov-
erage of relations and interfaces. Besides, interface analysis can perform
semantic analysis, checking the description of the functionality of each
element, and contracts among specifications; and perform behavioral
analysis based on the behavior specification, including the activities of
checking behavioral conformance and equivalence relations [38].
In this case, the internal and external interfaces among elements of

the PHM system are identified in Table 3. It analyzes the interfaces of
the PHM system using a three-layer framework incorporating the on-
board layer, the communication layer, and the ground layer, and it also
identifies the interactions between the elements within each layer. In
terms of physical connection, communication among different modular
parts is based on the data bus or power supply bus. Moreover, this in-
terface mapping matrix visualizes the internal and external interfaces
among the elements, which provide assistance to check the interfaces
identified in Fig. 6 in a consistent manner. Conversely, if they are not in
conformance, it is also the result of verification.

5.3. Traceability analysis

As discussed in Section 2.2, traceability is one of several available
validation methods. Traceability is the recorded relationship estab-
lished between two or more elements of the development process. For
example, traceability can consider the bidirectional traceability of the
architecture (e.g. functional elements, internal interfaces, and
boundary) characteristics, and the design characteristics (partitioning
functions and communication among functions). Therefore, the trace-
ability method is able to ensure the consistency of design items during
development.
In this case study, the development traceability starts from re-

quirements (functions) to functional architecture (functional elements,
interaction), logical architecture (consequence behavior), and then al-
located to physical architecture (physical elements and interfaces),
which are summarized in Table 4. This table sufficiently demonstrates
that a lower design element or item satisfies a higher level requirement/
stakeholders’ expectation (functions) with regards to completeness. In
the other words, it is used to make sure the sources of design elements
at each development level.

5.4. Compliance analysis

In general, compliance means has the characteristics of conforming
to a rule, e.g. a specification, policy, standard or law, which is used to
ensure the design quality of a complex system. This case study analyses
the compliance between PHM architecture proposed in this paper, and
the standards of ISO-13374 and IEEE standard 1856, according to
Table 2. The analysis results are able to demonstrate the interoper-
ability, compatibility, and applicability characteristic of PHM system.

5.4.1. OSA-CBM (ISO-13374)
The standard of ISO-13374-1 establishes the general guidelines for

data processing, communication, and presentation of machine condi-
tion monitoring and diagnostic information [31]. This standard defines
an open framework of PHM system, which consists the basic functional
blocks organized in layers, including data acquisition (DA), data ma-
nipulation (DM), state detection (SD), health assessment (HA), prog-
nostic assessment (PA), and advisory generation (AG), as list in Table 5.Ta
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Standards provide designers/engineers with a basis for mutual under-
standing and are used as tools to facilitate communication, measure-
ment, commerce, and manufacturing. If the proposed architecture is
compliant with the standard, it provides confidence and credibility of
the PHM design, and is likely more easily accepted by engineers,
practitioners and/or end users.
The proposed generic PHM architecture is defined in Fig. 6 in this

paper. This architecture is compliant with the open framework of the
PHM system defined in standard ISO-13374-1 (2003), and the results
are illustrated in Table 5. Regarding the evaluation, the compliance
matrix, in Table 5, ensures the credibility and compatibility of this
architecture; what is more, it demonstrates the feasibility of integration
and interoperability of the proposed PHM architecture with various
other systems.

5.4.2. IEEE standard 1856
The IEEE standard 1856 describes the information for the im-

plementation of PHM for electronic systems [34]. It provides to man-
ufacturers and end users for planning the appropriate prognostics and
health management techniques to implement and the associated life
cycle operations for the system of interest.
The related requirements of PHM framework in IEEE Standard 1856

are defined as follows [34]:

a) A prognostics and health management system shall consist of sub-
systems and components with capabilities including:
1) Acquisition of object system data (e.g., by means of sensors),
2) Data management, and
3) Data processing algorithms and/or processes for:
• Diagnostics, health state estimation, and prognostics
• Health management

Due to the scope of this paper, this case study analyzes the com-
pliance between the items of PHM framework in IEEE Standard 1856
and the proposed generic PHM architecture, as shown in Table 6. This
standard [34], provides a standard framework that assists practitioners
in the development of business cases and the selection of related
techniques (e.g. approaches, methodologies, algorithms, procedures,
etc.) for implementing PHM systems. Accordingly, the proposed PHM
architecture has the characteristics of implementation and applic-
ability.

6. Conclusions and future work

This paper proposes a systematic methodology for PHM architecture
definition, leveraging the concept of “RFLP” from system engineering
and improving upon existing methodologies by providing a more
complete and consistent representation of PHM architecture develop-
ment from start to finish.
A detailed description of a generic PHM architecture is presented in

a set of architecture views in accordance with partitioning elements and
physical modularity; hence it has the architectural characteristics of
functional/physical dimensions, modularity, and robustness. The robust
partitioning system allows partitions with different criticality levels to
execute in the same module without affecting one another spatially or
temporally. The modularity in the design contributes to system reusa-
bility and mitigating the risk of duplicate work. These architecture
views of a generic PHM system, as defined in Figs. 6 and 7, could be
used as a practice case as to how to apply the proposed methodology.
A case study is conducted to verify and validate the proposed gen-

eric PHM architecture to ensure correctness and completeness. SysML
modeling and various analysis means are employed to this end. More
specifically, the SysML modeling diagrams show the start of the design
elements, interfaces and the applied relevant techniques, such as the
diagrams in Figs. 8 and 13. In addition, the operating functions and
sequences of the PHM system are identified on the basis of the defined
functional/physical elements (Figs. 9 to 12). To sum up, this case study
confirms that the intended functions have been correctly and com-
pletely structured in functional architecture; examine the behaviors and
the states transmission of a system, and confirms that the set of func-
tions have been satisfied. Another case study analyses features of PHM
architecture, expressing that the generic PHM architecture has the
characteristics of interoperability, compatibility, and applicability al-
lowing integration with a variety of systems through the means of in-
terface, traceability and compliance analysis. Practical and important
issues including functional flow, interfaces, implementations and
standards are also covered as part of the required tasks. It also shows
how a relatively small set of generic standardized interfaces can provide
this interoperability and applicability. This case study ensures the
compliance of the defined elements and interfaces, and the consistency
of design elements during development.
In conclusion, this research contributes towards a systematic PHM

system design and development methodology, including as its main
elements:

Table 5
Compliance matrix with OSA-CBM [55].

OSA-CBM Functional Blocks PHM functions

F1-Data Acquisition F2-Data Processing F3-Fault Diagnostic Assessment F4-Prongostic Assessment F5-Health Management

Data Acquisition (DA) X
Data Manipulation (DM) X
State Detection (SD) X
Health Assessment (HA) X
Prognostic Assessment (PA) X
Advisory Generation (AG) X

Table 6
Compliance with IEEE Standard 1856 [34].

IEEE Std 1856 Proposed Generic Architecture

1) Acquisition of object system data (e.g., by means of sensors), F1-Data Acquisition
2) Data management, and F2-Data Processing
3) Data processing algorithms and/or processes for: Diagnostics, health state estimation, and prognostics F3-Fault Diagnostic Assessment

F4-Prognostic Assessment
Health management F5-Health Management
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• Providing guidance toward developing a PHM system, in particular
the specification of a PHM architecture (and associated verification
and validation thereof) in practice;
• Providing a generic functional and physical architecture of a PHM
system using system engineering principles;
• Providing a reusable and practical approach;
• Addressing compliance, consistency, interoperability, and applic-
ability of the proposed architecture.

Future studies on the current topic are concentrated on enhancing a
comprehensive understanding of design methodology for a complex
system involving requirements, architectures, and design solution and
validation/verification items. From the current research, the following
items are identified to be vital for contributing to an efficient PHM
design:

• Apply and validate the proposed systematic design methodology for
PHM architecture development towards industrial case studies;
• Improve the maturity of prognostic techniques in terms of robust-
ness, reliability, and applicability;
• Select the appropriate prognostic approaches based on requirements
and project constraints.
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